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DAMASCUS,(ST)- Syria has renewed its call on the Security
Council to act immediately as to put an end to the massacres
being committed by the US-led coalition against the Syrian
people and to end the illegal presence of US and other foreign
troops in the Syrian territories, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Expatriates said in two letters to the UN Chief
and President of the Security Council dealing with the US-led
coalition’s repeated crimes against the Syrians and the new
massacre committed on Tuesday by the coalition against
civilians in al-Baghouz town in Deir Ezzor countryside.
More than 70 civilians, most of them women and children, were
martyred and injured in airstrikes conducted today by the socalled international coalition led by the United States
against al-Baghouz town, according to local sources.
The sources made it clear that the airstrikes targeted a camp
containing hundreds of civilians who fled the coalition’s
shelling and Daesh terrorism.
The ministry said that the coalition’s repeated attacks
against civilians and its use of internationally banned
weapons have become a systematic behavior that flagrantly
violates the rules of international law, international
humanitarian law and human rights agreements.

The new massacre is one of the war crimes and crimes against
humanity being perpetrated by the so-called international
coalition against the Syrian people, added the ministry,
pointing out that such crimes included the coalition’s support
for terrorism and its using of terrorists and separatists to
achieve its goals and aggressive schemes which target the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Syrian Arab
Republic.
Syria urges all the countries member in the coalition to
reconsider their participation in its aggressive acts and
crimes against the Syrian people and to immediately withdraw
from the coalition as to rid themselves of the US blackmail
attempts as well as political and economic pressure, the
ministry went on to say.
Syria renews its call on the Security Council to assume its
responsibilities in preserving international peace and
security, to conduct international investigation into the USled coalition’s crimes in Syria and to put an end to the
illegal presence of all foreign troops in Syria, the ministry
concluded.
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Political analyst Mark Taliano says that there is no evidence
of a chemical attack in Douma and the alleged gas attack was
only a false flag operation by the White Helmets.
Speaking in an exclusive interview with FNA, Taliano said that

there was no justification for the US and its allies to bomb
Syria after the theatrical incident in Syria’s Douma.
Commenting on the so-called White Helmets and their operations
in Syria, the analyst told FNA that the members of the group
are “al Qaeda auxiliaries” who support the terrorist groups
and carry out false flag operations in Syria.
Mark Taliano is an author and political analyst who has
recently visited Syria. In his new book titled “Voices from
Syria”, he combines years of research with on-the-ground
observations to present an informed and well-documented
analysis that refutes mainstream media narratives about the
war on Syria.
FNA has conducted an interview with Mark Taliano about the war
on Syria and the most recent developments surrounding the
issue.
Below you will find the full text of the interview.
Q: Multiple places in Syria came under attack by the United
States and its allies, namely Britain and France, several
months ago based on a video footage of an alleged gas attack
in Syria’s Douma released by the White Helmets. Who are the
White Helmets? How can their unverified video be presented as
justification for a large scale attack on Syria?
A: The White Helmets are a Western propaganda construct. They
are not the legitimate Syrian Civil Defence, nor are they
affiliated with the International Civil Defence Organization.
They are essentially al Qaeda auxiliaries. They support the
terrorists in Syria, and their membership is largely comprised
of terrorists.
One of their important roles is to set up and conduct false
flag terrorism operations in which crimes are falsely
attributed to the legitimate Syrian government with a view to

engineering consent for the West to commit Supreme
International Crimes against Syria, an independent, sovereign
state, and a founding member of the United Nations.
The so-called chemical weapons attack at Douma was one such
false flag operation. No chemical weapon attack occurred, and
yet the Syrian government was blamed for the theatrical
incident, yet again, with no evidence.
Even if there was such an incident (and neither the Syrian
government nor the Syrian army would in any way benefit from
such an attack), it would not justify the commission of the
Supreme International Crimes which France, the UK and the US
committed in response to the (theatrical) event, by bombing
Syria.
Unfortunately, the West has been committing war crimes against
Syria for seven years now, all beneath an umbrella of false
pretexts and big lies.
Q: We have seen the Israeli regime and the so-called US-led
coalition targeting the Syrian Arab Army (SAA) and its allied
forces many times. What do you think is the reason for such
moves?
A: Apartheid Israel and its allies, including NATO, Wahhabi
Saudi Arabia, and Qatar, commit war crimes as policy against
Syria. US-led NATO seeks to destroy non-compliant nations,
including Syria, with a view to expanding its control, and its
operations of looting and plundering prey nations. Apartheid
Israel’s goals fit nicely into the West’s neo-con, criminal
megalomania. Israel seeks to expand its territories and to
demolish any opposition to its Oded Yinon-inspired plans.
Needless to say, the sectarian, misogynist, anti-Christian,
anti-democratic terrorists, including al Qaeda and ISIS, serve
as excellent proxies for both Israel and the US Empire.
Q: Since the beginning of the crisis in Syria, Saudi Arabia
has been actively supporting terrorists in the country. These

terrorists are now losing ground every day. What do you think
would be the implications of such failure for the Saudi
foreign policy?
A: Terrorists are proxies for all of the countries invading
Syria, including Saudi Arabia. Fortunately, Syria and it
allies are defeating these terrorists. Remaining terrorists
are being relocated and/or rebranded. It is the same game that
has been repeated throughout the war. Moderate rebels never
existed. Saudi Arabia and its allies will redirect funds
towards alternate terrorist mercenaries with a view to
supporting the illegal US occupation of Syria’s rich oil
fields. The failure will be disguised as a victory.
Q: The so-called Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) have received
tremendous amount of arms and support from the United States,
initially with the stated aim to fight Daesh (ISIL or ISIS).
But apparently, the US is now preparing the ground to
establish an independent Kurdish state in Syria. What do you
think the US is seeking to achieve by disintegrating Syria?
A: The anti-democratic, ethnic-cleansing SDF are simply more
of the same – rebranded mercenary terrorists. The
establishment of a so-called “Kurdish state” will serve
Empire’s goal of partitioning and destroying Syria, but it
will not serve Kurdish interests at all. Empire’s proxies,
including ISIS, are expendable. As I explain in “Voices from
Syria”, Empire uses its proxies as “place-setters” to hold
territory, to conquer territory, and to create false
perceptions that conquerors are “liberators”. The whole
process serves Empire’s goals of destroying and looting Syria,
but the proxies are expendable.
Q: The US announcement of its plans to recognize a Kurdish
state in Syria has seemingly provoked Turkish invasion on the
Kurdish areas. What are Turkey’s objectives in its military
intervention and how do you think this recent development
would affect the process of reaching peace in Syria?

A: I believe the US gave NATO member Turkey the green light to
invade. Turkey seeks to expand and to eradicate terrorist
threats at its borders, while at the same time, all of the
fighting creates chaos and destabilization, which is what the
US seeks. The US and its allies do not want peace. The only
solution to the externally orchestrated and perpetrated
disaster in Syria is for Syria to regain its sovereignty and
territorial integrity as per international law. The terrorist
threat, which is an imperial threat, will only be eradicated
when the imperialists are gone.

